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Spectre RF Option  
Accurate and fast simulation for RFIC circuits 

The Cadence® Spectre® RF Option, an option to both the Spectre X Simulator and the Spectre 

Accelerated Parallel Simulator (APS), provides a set of comprehensive RF analyses. The 

Spectre RF Option includes two production-proven simulation engines: a harmonic balance, 

frequency-domain solver and a shooting Newton, time-domain solver. The Spectre RF Option 

supports the same models as the Spectre Simulation Platform. The Spectre RF Option works  

with the Cadence Virtuoso® RF Solution to provide a comprehensive solution for design  

of RF and microwave circuits and modules.

Spectre Simulation Platform
As the industry’s leading solution for accurate analog 
simulation, the Spectre Simulation Platform contains 
multiple solvers to allow a designer to move easily and 
seamlessly between circuit-, block-, and system-level 
simulation tasks. The foundation of the platform is a 
unified set of technologies shared by all of the engines—
the parser, device models, Verilog-A behavioral modeling, 
input data formats, output data formats, etc.—thereby 
guaranteeing consistent and accurate evaluation methods 
regardless of the simulator selected. 

Spectre Accelerated Parallel Simulator (APS) analog 
simulator provides Spectre accuracy with a 5X reduction  
in simulation time as compared to the original Spectre 
engine. Spectre X Simulator solves large-scale verification 
simulation challenges with up to 10X speed and 5X capacity 
improvements as well as scalable and massively parallel 
simulation for cloud computing. Spectre Extensive 
Partitioning Simulator (XPS) provides the FastSPICE 
high-performance and capacity simulation needed to 
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Fig 1: Spectre Simulation Platform
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handle memory and mixed-signal designs. The complete 
portfolio is rounded out by Spectre AMS Designer, Cadence’s 
mixed-signal, mixed-language, mixed-level, functional, 
behavioral, gate-level, and transistor-level simulator.

The Spectre RF Option provides accurate and fast simulation 
for RFIC circuits. The option includes periodic steady-state, 
small-signal, and noise analyses along with harmonic balance 
analysis capabilities to maximize performance without loss 
in accuracy. The Spectre CPU Accelerator Option enables 
multi-thread simulation for transient and periodic steady-
state analysis, which is extremely useful for verification of 
parasitic back-annotated designs across multiple CPUs. 
The Spectre Power Option is the dedicated transistor-level 
electromigration and IR drop (EM-IR) analysis built into  
the Spectre Simulation Platform and used as the analysis 
engine inside the Cadence Voltus™-Fi Custom Power 
Integrity Solution. 

Cadence provides a unique multi-mode simulation (MMSIM) 
license that can enable any part of the platform on demand, 
so you can focus on simulating your design without worrying 
about which licenses are required for various simulation types.

Spectre RF Option 
Spectre RF Option is used with the Spectre X Simulator or 
Spectre APS, to provide a complete set of RF simulation 
analyses. The Spectre RF Option includes two production- 
proven RF solvers: a harmonic balance one that uses the 
frequency-domain, and a time-domain based one that uses 
shooting Newton methods. The Spectre RF Option supports 
the same models as the Spectre Simulation Platform. The 
Spectre RF Option provides the simulation capabilities within 
the Virtuoso RF Solution to provide a comprehensive design 
and verification flow for RF and microwave circuits and modules. 

Benefits 
	f Comprehensive RF analyses including harmonic balance 

and shooting Newton periodic steady-state solvers

	f Harmonic balance-based analyses, optimized for high 
dynamic range, high-capacity circuits, including 
distributed components

	f Shooting Newton-based analysis, optimized for circuits 
with strongly non-linear time-domain waveforms

	f Advanced fast envelope analysis supporting all analog 
and digital modulation techniques 

	f Periodic noise analysis for the accurate calculation of 
noise in non-linear time-variant circuits with detailed 
analysis options for modulated noise, sampled noise,  
and jitter

	f Full spectrum periodic noise provides a fast and 
silicon-accurate periodic noise analysis for circuits  
with sharp transitions

	f Noise and distortion summary to identify the contribution  
of each device to the total output noise, harmonic, or 
inter-modulation distortion

	f Small signal analysis includes AC, transfer function, 
S-parameters, and stability based on a periodic or 
quasiperiodic operating point

	f Support for Monte Carlo, corner-case, and parametric 
sweep analysis of RF circuits

	f Rapid IP2 and IP3 calculation based on perturbation 
technology for fast analysis of distortion

	f Integrated into the Virtuoso RF Solution

Features 

Comprehensive RF analyses  

RF circuit analysis is based on calculation of the large signal 
periodic operating point including single-tone or multi-tone 
periodic operating point response of the circuit. Key parameters 
related to distortion can be calculated, intercept point (IIP3), 
and compression point (P1dB). The periodic operating point 
can be used to simulate either driven circuits (for example, 
an LNA) or autonomous circuits (for example, an oscillator). 
In addition, the Spectre RF Option provides an extensive set 
of small-signal analyses including periodic AC, periodic noise, 
periodic transfer function, periodic S-parameter, and periodic 
stability analysis. Periodic small signal analyses can be used 
in the same way traditional DC operating point small-signal 
analysis is used—calculating gain, noise, power supply rejection, 
etc.—however, periodic small signal analyses include the 
effects of frequency translation. 
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Harmonic balance analysis 

Harmonic balance analysis is a frequency-domain analysis 
and is more effective for high-frequency systems, such as 
low-noise amplifiers, mixers, voltage-controlled oscillators, 
power amplifiers, circuits containing distributed elements 
including transmission line components, and circuits 
containing components modeled with S-parameters. 

Shooting Newton analysis is more effective for circuits 
with non-linear time-domain waveforms including time- 
to-digital converters, discrete-time sampling mixers, 
dynamic comparators, and ring oscillators.    

Envelope following analysis for simulation of 
modulated signals 

The Spectre RF Option includes envelope following analysis. 
Envelope following analysis extends periodic steady-state 
analysis to follow the evolution in time of the slowly varying 
modulated signal envelope of the modulated signal. It supports 
amplitude-, phase-, and frequency-modulated signals. An 
accelerated version of envelope following analysis called fast 
envelope following analysis was developed and integrated 
with the Spectre RF Wireless Testbench to enable verification 
of a circuit’s compliance with wireless standards such as 
Bluetooth Low Energy.

Wireless analysis 

Wireless systems use modulation to communicate information 
and effectively utilize the available spectrum. Spectre RF Option 
wireless analysis is a measurement-based simulation flow 
integrated in the Virtuoso ADE Product Suite. Developed with 
RFIC designers in mind, users define a measurement based 
on a target standard and the simulation will be automatically 
set up to perform the measurement. This approach simplifies 
verification and design compliance with a standard’s 
requirements for error vector magnitude (EVM) and other 
key metrics. It provides two options for wireless analysis: 
envelope following analysis for transistor-level simulation 
and the fast envelope algorithm for system-level simulation. 
Each option provides an automated set-up of simulation 
parameters and standard-specific post-processing, eliminating 
the hassle and tedious nature of working with changing 
wireless standard sources. Spectre RF Option wireless analysis 
provides a rich set of visualization that includes EVM, BER, 
and spectrum. A broad set of wireless standards-compliant 
library sources is supported. Supported standards include: 
Zigbee, IEEE 802.11a, IEEE 802.11b, IEEE 802.11ac, IEEE 802.11af, 
IEEE 802.11ad, IEEE 802.11ah, IEEE 802.11ax, IEEE 802.11n, 
IEEE 802.11p, Bluetooth LE, Bluetooth HS, smart meter, and LTE. 

Co-simulation with Simulink

The MathWorks Simulink interface to Spectre X Simulator and 
Spectre APS offers system and circuit designers a unique 
integrated environment for design and verification. Designers 

can insert their analog and RF schematics and post-layout 
netlist directly in the system-level block diagram and run a 
co-simulation between Simulink and Spectre technologies. 
Designers can reuse the same Simulink testbench from 
system-level design to post-layout verification, minimizing  
the unnecessary format conversion while maintaining 
accuracy throughout the design flow. 

RF simulation toolbox for MATLAB 

The Spectre RF toolbox for MathWorks MATLAB reads PSF 
and SST2 files directly in MATLAB. Users benefit from the 
rich set of MATLAB mathematical functions to post-process 
simulation results from Spectre X Simulator, Spectre APS, 
Spectre XPS, and Spectre AMS Designer. All sweep types 
are supported in the toolbox, including Monte Carlo and 
parametric. Special data structures are used to store RF 
signals and harmonics resulting from PSS and QPSS analysis. 
Furthermore, the Spectre RF toolbox complements the rich 
MATLAB libraries with communication product-specific 
post-processing functions such as Fast Fourier Transform, 
third-order intercept point, and 1dB gain compression point. 

Integrated with Virtuoso RF Solution

The Virtuoso RF Solution allows designers to use a single 
hierarchical schematic to run circuit simulation, synthesize 
layouts for IC/package/board, and analyze high-frequency 
electromagnetic (EM) effects. The Virtuoso RF Solution 
provides two EM solvers, the integrated AXIEM® 3D planar  
solver and the Cadence Clarity™ 3D Solver. The EM 
simulation integration into the Virtuoso environment 
provides a simple use model. The resulting S-parameters  
or lumped equivalent circuits are captured in an extracted 
cell view. Representing the EM results in an extracted view 
allows a golden schematic to be maintained for reference 
while including the effects of simulation with layout parasitics 

Figure 3: Wireless Testbench Example
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and for LVS without needing a separate EM schematic with 
S-parameter blocks instantiated within the schematic. The 
hierarchy editor can be used to mix and match schematic 
and extracted views for easy and quick analysis of the 
impact of parasitic effects on the circuit design.

Specifications 

Comprehensive list of device models supported 

	f Advanced-node models, including the latest versions of 
the BSIM CMG, BSIM IMG, and UTSOI models

	f MOSFET models, including the latest versions of the 
BSIM3, BSIM4, BSIM Bulk (BSIM6), PSP, and HiSIM

	f High-voltage MOS models, including the latest versions 
of the HiSIM HV, MOS9, MOS11, and EKV 

	f Silicon-on-insulator (SOI), including latest versions of 
BTASOI, SSIMSOI, BSIMSOI, BSIMSOI PD, and HiSIM SOI 

	f Bipolar junction transistor (BJT) models, including the 
latest versions of VBIC, HICUM, Mextram, HBT, and 
Gummel-Poon models

	f Diode models, including the diode, Phillips level 500, and 
CMC diode models

	f JFET models, including the JFET, Phillips level 100 JFET, 
and Individual dual-gate JFET models

	f IGBT models, including PSpice® IGBT model and HiSIM 
IGBT models

	f Resistors, including linear resistor, diffused resistor,  
CMC two-terminal and three-terminal resistor, and 
physical resistor models 

	f GaAs MESFET models, includes latest versions of GaAs, 
TOM2, TOM3, and Angelov

	f GaN MESFET models, including Angelov, ASM, and  
MVSG models 

	f Silicon TFT models, including RPI Poly-Silicon and 
Amorphous Silicon Thin-Film models

	f Verilog-A compact device models

	f Z and S domain sources

	f User-defined compiled model interface (CMI), allowing  
for the rapid inclusion of user-defined models 

	f Josephson Junctions

	f Specialized reliability models (AgeMOS) for simulating  
the effect of HCI and BTI 

	f Miscellaneous power models, including the relay, 
transformer, non-linear magnetic core, and winding

	f Miscellaneous RF models, including the dc block,  
dc feedthrough, and microstrip and stripline elements  
(bend, cross, corner, curve, open line, tee models)

Language and netlist support

The netlist formats, behavioral modeling languages, parasitic 
netlist formats, and stimulus files are common across the 
Spectre Simulation Platform. Supported formats include:

	f Spectre and SPICE netlist formats

	f Spectre, SPICE, and PSpice models 

	f Verilog-A 2.0 LRM-compliant behavioral models  
and structural netlists

	f DSPF/SPEF parasitic formats

	f S-parameter data files in Touchstone, CITI-file,  
and Spectre formats

	f SST2, PSF, PSF XL, and FSDB waveform formats

	f Digital Vector (VEC), Verilog-Value Change Dump (VCD), 
Extended Verilog Change Dump (EVCD), and digital stimulus 

Platform support 
	f x86 64-bit Red Hat Enterprise 6.5 (and higher) and V7, 

SLES 11 and 12

	f Commercially available cloud solutions

Cadence Services and Support
	f Cadence application engineers can answer your technical 

questions by telephone, email, or Internet—they can also 
provide technical assistance and custom training.

	f Cadence-certified instructors teach more than 70 courses 
and bring their real-world experience into the classroom.

	f More than 30 Internet Learning Series (iLS) online courses 
allow you the flexibility of training at your own computer 
via the internet.

	f Cadence Online Support gives you 24x7 online access to a 
knowledgebase of the latest solutions, technical documen-
tation, Rapid Adoption Kits, software downloads, and more.

	f For more information, please visit www.cadence.com/support 
for support and www.cadence.com/training for training.


